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SUMMARY9
Constrained motion

Q1

is essential

Q2

for varying robotics tasks, especially in surgical robotics, for instance,10
the case of minimally invasive interventions. This article proposes generic formulations of the classi-11
cal bilateral constrained motion (i.e., when the incision hole has almost the same diameter as that of12
the tool) as well as unilaterally constrained motion (i.e., when the hole incision has a larger diameter13
compared to the tool diameter). One of the latter constraints is combined with another surgical task14
such as incision/ablation or suturing a wound (modeled here by 3D geometric paths). The developed15
control methods based on the hierarchical task approach are able to manage simultaneously the con-16
strained motion (depending on the configuration case, i.e., bilateral or unilateral constraint) and a 3D17
path following. In addition, the proposed methods can operate with both straight or curved surgical18
tools. The proposed methods were successfully validated in various scenarios. Foremost, a simula-19
tion framework was proposed to access the performances of each proposed controller. Thereafter,20
several experimental validations were carried out. Both the simulation and experimental results have21
demonstrated the relevance of the proposed approach, as well as promising performances in terms of22
behavior as well as accuracy. Q323

KEYWORDS: Constrained motion modeling; Bilateral and unilateral constraints; 3D path follow-24
ing; Hierarchical tasks; Medical robotics.25

1. Introduction26
Minimally invasive surgical (MIS) robotic systems enter into the human body either from a natural27
orifice (anal cavity, mouth, urethra, nasal cavity, etc.) or from an artificial (i.e., created) hole. In both28
cases, the robotic tool must avoid damaging the incision walls and the anatomical structures within29
the patient’s body. Most of the medical purposes (e.g., laparoscopic1, 2 or eye3, 4 surgeries) consider30
that the incision hole diameter and that of the surgical tool are nearly equal.31

Throughout this case, the tool linear motion is restricted locally along two axes of the incision32
frame (e.g., the x-axis and z-axis as shown in Fig. 1(a)). Hence, the center point of the incision hole33
(or the trocar center point) should constantly lay on the tool center line. The resulting constrained34
motion is typically called Remote Center of Motion (RCM) (or fulcrum effect).5, 6 Such constraints35
are mathematically modeled with equality constraint equations, also known as bilateral constraints36
in optimization theory.737

Nevertheless, bilateral constraints are excessively restrictive during other surgery types (e.g., in38
the nose8, 9 or the ear10–12) where the orifice size is bigger than that of the tool. It implies that the39
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Fig. 1. A comparison between constrained motion: (a) RCM and (b) UCM.

orifice wall forms locally a cylinder around the instrument body. In this case, the tool is unconstrained40
within the hole before it hits the orifice wall (Fig. 1(b)). When the tool contacts the wall, its motion41
is constrained to slide along the wall contact point (i.e., performing the RCM movement at the con-42
tact point) to reach targets deeper inside the body. This motion is therefore restricted by inequality43
constraints and will be named within this paper as Unilaterally Constrained Motion (UCM).44

A complex surgical task (e.g., suturing a wound, examining a region of interest, or excising patho-45
logical tissues) requires defining one of these constrained motions as a subtask. Indeed, this complex46
surgical task can be defined as a concatenation of several elementary subtasks, that is, a path follow-47
ing (representing an incision/ablation surgical gesture) under the RCM/UCM constraints. Setting up48
a hierarchy between these subtasks offers a solution to stack all of them. Thereby, the priority tech-49
nique13 based on the projection gradient method14 is applied for projecting a secondary task into the50
null space of the primary task. This task hierarchical management ensures to find out the secondary51
solution that does not generate conflict with the primary solution. This formalism was used to build52
a complex task from individual subtasks as in ref. [15].53

Moreover, surgical tasks in confined spaces, for instance, the middle ear cavity or the superior part54
of the sinuses, are complex assignments. They impose the usage of the curved tools to (i) increase the55
surgeon’s dexterity and (ii) allow reaching distal regions that cannot be accessed with conventional56
straight instruments. This makes it even harder to cope with both the clinical task and the anatomical57
constraints. Thereby, it is necessary to formulate a generic solution for handling also curved surgical58
tools under geometric (bilateral or unilateral) constraints.59

Consequently, the article contributions provide a unified approach to manipulate either a straight or60
curved tool for following a user-defined 3D path under unilateral or bilateral anatomical constraints.61
In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 discusses the state of the art dealing with constrained motion62
control as well as the reasons why our proposed method goes beyond the current methods. Section 363
recalls how a straight tool follows a reference path under bilateral constraints. After that, Section 464
proposes the formulation of bilateral constraints with a curved tool, while Section 5 discusses the65
model of a curved tool that follows a path under unilateral constraints. The proposed methods were66
validated in both numerical (simulation) and experimental scenarios as discussed in Section 6 and 7,67
respectively.68

2. Overview and Contributions69

2.1. Overview70
From a mathematical point of view, RCM is considered as a linear (respectively, nonlinear) equality71
system, where the system function must be equal to zero (i.e., f (x)≤ 0 and f (x)≥ 0⇔ f (x) = 0, as72
depicted in Fig. 2(a)). In opposition, UCM is considered as a linear (respectively, nonlinear) inequal-73
ity system, where the system function should be exclusively positive or negative (i.e., f (x)≤ 0 xor74
f (x)≥ 0, Fig. 2(b)).75

RCM has been widely discussed in the literature from a mechanical viewpoint as, for instance, in76
refs. [5, 16]. Indeed, these works built a special kinematic structure in order to ensure the fulcrum77
effect constraints. The advantage of such a method is to physically impose the constrained motion78
the relatively easy formulation of the resulting control law. Despite that, a special structure does79
not provide enough flexibility to change the location of penetration point during the surgery. On80
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Fig. 2. A comparison from a mathematical viewpoint between (a) bilateral constraints and (b) unilateral
constraints.

the opposition, a software controller can also achieve the required motion by guiding a general-81
purpose robot that is commercially present with a large range of models. The latter solution releases82
the mechanical constraints from the robot structure and adds the versatility of use thanks to the83
redundancy.84

There are various methods reported in the literature for solving RCM by control, such as (i)85
extended Jacobian with quadratic optimization,17 (ii) gradient projection approach in closed-loop86
scheme,18 (iii) dual quaternion-based kinematic controller,19 and (iv) constrained Jacobian repre-87
sented with Lie Algebra.20 These methods impose the bilateral constraints in the joint space (i.e.,88
onto the robot kinematic Jacobian matrix J(q)) for restricting the kinematics to ve = Jcon(q)q̇. The89
new constrained Jacobian matrix Jcon ∈R6×n is a transformation that maps the joints velocities90
q̇ ∈Rn×1 into the end-effector twist vector ve ∈ se(3). However, this formulation requires an accurate91
knowledge of the robot kinematic model in order to implement the control law.92

Furthermore, other authors have been proposed different approaches to formulate the constrained93
motion as (i) analytical solution based on trocar modeling with Euler angles representation,21 (ii)94
geometric solution-based heuristic search,22 and (iii) geometric constraint with stereo visual servo-95
ing.1 These methods are more generic than the previous ones to perform the fulcrum effect. They are96
unlimited to a specific kinematic structure since they impose the bilateral constraints in the task space97
(i.e., constraints on the interaction matrix as ṡ = Lsve). Indeed, the interaction matrix Ls ∈Rm×698
relates the features velocities ṡ ∈Rm×1 and the end-effector twist vector. Such formulation does not99
necessarily require an accurate knowledge of the robot inverse kinematics.100

Moreover, the previous methods applied a trajectory tracking scheme as a secondary task.101
However, trajectory tracking methods are less appropriate for medical applications as discussed102
in ref. [23], since the trajectory controller is limited in terms of accuracy and stability (e.g., when103
dealing with complex geometric curves with high curvatures) and more complicated to implement104
compared to a path-following scheme. Thereby, the previous work6 assembled individual tasks105
(i.e., both the RCM and the path-following tasks) to perform a complex motion within the patient106
body by handling a straight tool. The projection gradient technique was also applied to guaran-107
tee the hierarchy/priority between the various tasks. Despite that this controller cannot manage the108
UCM case.109

In the literature, constraining motion in a given direction was initially introduced by Rosenberg24110
to formulate the so-called virtual fixtures. This method was used to guide a teleoperated robot by111
applying a hybrid force/motion control. Furthermore, the various techniques associated with the112
virtual fixtures in medical applications are presented in a very interesting survey.25 Note that the113
admittance control is derived from the virtual fixture method. It is also based on the kinematic114
and dynamic models of the robot as well as the interaction model with its environment. Indeed,115
this technique regulates the velocities/forces interacted with the environment by imposing a devi-116
ation from the desired motion. Besides that, it is considered as an indirect force control (i.e., the117
force measurement is not performed). Finally, this approach was implemented in the described work118
in this paper by deducing the interaction matrix that calculates the control velocities for achieving119
the UCM.120

2.2. Contributions121
This paper has the objective to formulate the UCM movement in an easy and versatile geomet-122
ric form. Indeed, the previous work in ref. [6] handles a straight tool to perform a path following123
under bilateral constraint, while this article extended the controller capability by guiding a curved124
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Fig. 3. A synthetic view of the various cases that can be handled by the proposed controller.

instrument to achieve a path following under unilateral constraint. The mathematical formulation in125
the next sections shows that a straight tool can be considered as an especial case of a curved one.126
Consequently, the new controller becomes more generic. It deduces the spatial velocity of the robot127
end effector for manipulating a rigid instrument through an orifice whose diameter can either be128
equal or larger than that of the tool.129

Note that the curved geometry provides the system/surgeon with more dexterity for avoiding130
obstacles as shown in Fig. 3. This figure presents a general case where the tool first moves from its131
initial position toward the entrance of the incision hole (i.e., outside phase). Then, in a second phase132
(i.e., the inside phase), the tool follows a 3D path (e.g., an incision task, represented here without loss133
of generality by a spiral) under the constraints imposed by the incision hole. The workspace inside134
the incision hole is represented by the blue triangle in Fig. 3. Zoom was made on the incision hole135
in order to demonstrate the difference between the RCM and UCM movements. The upper left zoom136
plot entitled “Bilateral constraints” in this figure shows how the tool body always passes through the137
orifice center point. On the opposite, the central zoom plot entitled “Unilateral Constraints” demon-138
strates that the tool body moves within the orifice whose wall is represented by a blue horizontal139
line in this plot. The right zoom plots reveal how a curved tool has a better dexterity for avoiding140
obstacles, compared to a straight tool, under the unilateral constraints.141

3. Background: Time-Independent Control of Straight Tools along a Surgical Path under142
Bilateral Constraints143

3.1. Notations144
In this paper, we opted for the notations and symbols summarized in Table I. For instance, bold145
nonitalic letters denote vectors (e.g., x) and bold nonitalic uppercase letters represent matrices (e.g.,146
X). Scalar values and continuous-time functions will be denoted by italic letters (e.g., x). Also, a147
vector distance from a point a to a point b is written as a vector by Vab. The frame attached to an148
origin Oi is represented by 'i.149

3.2. Medical gesture as a 3D path-following scheme150
In MIS applications, the physician may need to excise or scan a pathological tissue by using an abla-151
tion tool (e.g., laser) or an optical endoscopic probe, respectively. Indeed, for better surgical task152
achievement, the tool tip should move accurately on the tissue with a velocity that is mostly indepen-153
dent of the path geometrical shape. Furthermore, the clinician does not possess precise knowledge of154
the tool tip velocity. Furthermore, he/she may need to change this velocity online (while the robot is155
executing the reference geometrical curve).156

Consequently, instead of using a 3D trajectory tracking technique, we opted for a 3D path-157
following scheme more adequate to the clinical requirements.23 Recently, in ref. [26], we demon-158
strated the preliminary benefits of this approach in the case of middle ear surgery (using a laboratory159
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Table I. Notations summary.

Symbol Description

Oi Origin point of a 3D frame;
'i Frame attached to the origin point Oi;
iy y-axis (basis vector) of 'i;
In×m n×m identity matrix;
Xn×m n×m matrix;
x, x( Vector and its transpose, respectively;
x1 × x2 Cross product between vectors x1 and x2;
[x]× Skew matrix associated to the vector x;
‖x‖ Euclidean norm of the vector x;
ẋ Time derivation of the vector x;
Vab Vector between the Oa and Ob;
˙Vab Time derivation of the vector Vab;

iuab Unit vector of iab expressed in 'i;
iu̇ab Time derivative of the unit vector iuab;
st Length of a curve arc;
ṡt Curvilinear speed of a point p;
St(st) Tool curved shape function of st;
pt′ Point along a curve (curved tool);
ekt Instantaneous tangential unit vector of the tool shape;
rCt Curve (curved tool) radius at a given point;
Ct Curvature of the tool which is the inverse of the radius rCt ;
{k, j, i} Constructed basis using three unit vectors;
drcm Linear error of alignment task;
drcm Projection of drcm along an axis;
dmin, dmax Minimum and maximum distance drcm in case of UCM method, respectively;
dpf Path-following error;
pp Projected 2D point onto the path Sp to be followed;
!t Small time step;
ercm Angular error of the alignment task;
ėrcm Time derivative of the angular RCM error;
ivj Linear velocity of j expressed in i;
iωj Angular velocity of j expressed in i;
ivi Twist velocity vector of i composed of (ivi =

[
ivi;i ωi

]
∈R6×1);

vadv Advance velocity along a path;
vret Regulation velocity of the tool deviation;
Lercm 3× 6 interaction matrix of the alignment task;
L†

ercm
6× 3 inverse matrix of Lercm ;

λ A positive scalar gain for the alignment task;
αobs Stiffness of a virtual spring;
σmin, σmax Minimum and maximum stiffness of the virtual spring, respectively;
σstep Step of change of the virtual spring stiffness;
α, β Gain coefficients for adjusting the priority between vadv and vret.

test bench). Thus, this section recalls the formulation of the 3D path-following controller which is160
based on the Frenet–Serret frame representation.161

Let us consider that the path-following error dpf as depicted in Fig. 4(a). This error is determined162
by projecting the tool tip Ot onto the reference path Sp(sp), which results in a projected point pp.163
Thus, dpf is obtained by164

dpf =Ot − pp. (1)

At present, the challenge is to find the adequate controller that deduces the tool tip linear velocity165
vt for minimizing the projection distance dpf expressed in (1). To tackle this, the proposed controller166
decomposes the latter velocity vt into two components (Fig. 4(b)): (i) the advance velocity vadv along167
the path and (ii) the return velocity vret for regulating the tool deviation from the path.
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Fig. 4. The different reference frames and notions used during the path-following controller design, where (a)
projection of the tool tip onto a geometric curve and (b) concept of path-following approach.

One can formulate the previous concept as follows:168

vt = αkp︸︷︷︸
=vadv

+ βdpf︸︷︷︸
=vret

(2)

whereby α and β are the gain coefficients for adjusting the priority between the advance and return169
velocities, respectively, and kp is the instantaneous tangential unit vector to the geometric curve170
(Fig. 4(b)).171

A possible option is imposing a constant velocity to the tool as ‖vt‖2 = v2
tis in order to deduce the172

values of the gain coefficients α and β. Indeed, the velocity vtis depends on the interaction between173
the surgical tool and the tissue homogeneity. Therefore, (2) can be reformulated as follows:174

v2
tis = α2‖kp‖2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

+ β2‖dpf ‖2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=‖vret‖2

. (3)

So,175

if






‖vret‖2 < v2
tis,

{
β = constant

α =
√
‖vret‖2 + v2

tis

‖vret‖2 > v2
tis,

{
β = constant
α = 0

. (4)

The choice of the gain parameters is determined in function of the clinical needs (e.g., the velocity176
of the surgical tool with respect to the tissue type). For instance, if the tool is not far from the177
desired path, the first condition in (4) is chosen. Otherwise, the priority is returning the tool tip to the178
reference path (i.e., second condition in (4)).179

The resultant control velocity of the tool tip (2) could be represented with respect to any desired180
frame. Then, by choosing the end-effector frame 'e, the twist velocity of end effector eve ∈R6×1 is181
related to the tool tip linear velocity evt ∈R3×1 by the interaction matrix Lepf ∈R3×6 as follows:182

evt =
(

I3×3 −
[eVet

]
×

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lepf

(
eve
eωe

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
eve

(5)

whereby
[

eVet
]
× is the antisymmetric matrix of the vector eVet which begins at the end effector Oe183

and ends at the tool tip Ot.184
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Fig. 5. The different reference frames and notions used within the formulation of the RCM (bilateral) problem.

3.3. RCM with straight tool185
First, let us consider the following reference frames that are necessary to express the different186
transformations:187

• 'e attached to the robot end effector, having as origin the point Oe;188
• 't linked to the surgical tool with Ot, the related origin point of the frame;189
• 'r fixed at the center of the incision point or natural orifice denoted Or.190

191

In ref. [6], the alignment condition of RCM task was proposed as the geodesic error between two192
vectors: (i) the unit vector of eVer (i.e., euer) which is formed between the origin points Oe and the193
Or (see Fig. 5) and (ii) the y-component of the end-effector frame ey. These vectors are expressed194
with respect to the end-effector frame 'e (i.e., the left superscript). The RCM angular error is thus195
formulated as the cross product given by196

ercm =e y×e uer. (6)

Recall that a velocity controller is needed to reduce the RCM angular error. Thereby, the time197
derivative of the unit vector euer is computed as198

eu̇er =
(

I3×3

‖eVer‖
−

euer
eu(er

‖eVer‖

)
eV̇er (7)

where ‖x‖, x(, and [x]× are the Euclidean norm, transpose, and the antisymmetric matrix associated199
with the vector n, respectively, and I is a 3× 3 identity matrix.200

Besides that, the term eV̇er in the latter equation represents the linear velocity of the incision frame201
'r with respect to the end-effector frame 'e (i.e., eV̇er =e vr). This linear velocity evr can be related202
to the end-effector twist vector eve as203

evr =
(

I3×3 − [eVer]×
)(eve

eωe

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
eve

. (8)

Consequently, the unit vector eu̇er is reformulated as204

eu̇er = −1
‖eVer‖

(
I3×3 −e uer

eu(er

)(
I3×3 − [eVer]×

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Luer

eve (9)

where Luer ∈R3×6 is the interaction matrix that relates the rate of change of the unit vector eu̇er to the205
spatial velocity of the end effector expressed in its own frame eve.206
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Fig. 6. A conceptual scheme to show the notions used for a curved tool with respect to the incision hole.

Note that a negative sign was added to (9) because the incision point frame 'r moves in the207
opposite direction of that of the end effector 'e for reducing the RCM error.208

4. Time-Independent Control of a Curved Tool along a Surgical Path under Bilateral209
Constraints210

The alignment condition of the tool body with the incision point in (6) is only valid in case of a211
straight tool since the vector eVet is always aligned with the basis ey. Thereby, if the tool is curved,212
the vector eVet is no longer aligned with the basis ey (Fig. 6).213

As a result, the alignment condition in (6) can be modified with the aim to be more generic for214
any tool shape. One can tackle this, by tracking pt′ which is the orthogonal projection of the incision215
point Or onto the curved tool body. The resultant projection distance drcm can be considered as the216
RCM lateral error. It is thus evaluated as follows:217

drcm =
(

I3×3 −e uet′
eu(et′

)
eVer (10)

whereby euet′ is the unit vector of eVet′ , which is formed between the origin pointOe and the projected218
point pt′ .219

After deducing the projected point pt′ , the unit vector euet′ replaces the vector ey in (6).220
Consequently, the RCM angular error can be rewritten as221

ercm =e uet′ ×e uer, (11)

and its time derivative is computed as222

ėrcm = euet′ × eu̇er + eu̇et′ × euer. (12)

Proposition 1. The rate of change of the alignment task is obtained as follows:223

ėrcm =
(

[euet′ ]×Luer − [euer]×Lu
et′

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lercm

eve (13)

where Lercm ∈R3×6 is the interaction matrix of the alignment task that relates the rate of change of224
the RCM angular error ėrcm with the end-effector twist vector eve.225

Proof. In order to demonstrate Proposition 1, it is required to know all components of equation226
(12). The unit vector euer can be determined trivially while its time derivative eu̇er is formulated in227
(9). The vector eu̇et′ = Lu

et′
eve is formally deduced in a similar way to (9). By substituting these228

variables in (12), we can find (13).229
Now, the expression of Lu

et′
needs to be expressed.230

Lemma 1. The interaction matrix Lu
et′

is computed as231

Lu
et′

= 1
‖eet′ ‖

(
I3×3 −e uet′

eu(et′

)
Let′ (14)
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Fig. 7. The geometrical description for (i) projection of the incision center point Or along the curved tool and
(ii) computation of the velocity of the projected point pt′ along the curved tool.

where Let′ is a 3× 6 interaction matrix that relates the rate of change eV̇et′ with the end-effector twist232
vector eve.233

Proof. The time derivative of the unit vector euet′ is deduced similar to (7) as234

eu̇et′ =
1
‖eet′‖

(
I3×3 −e uet′

euT
et′

)
eV̇et′ . (15)

The time derivative of the vector eVet′ represents the velocity of the projection point ept′ along the235
tool shape St(st), which is a function of the curve arc length st. It is also related to the end-effector236
twist vector eve as follows:237

eV̇et′ = Let′
eve. (16)

By substituting the latter equation in (15), the matrix Lu
et′

is deduced as (14).238
The next lemma shows how to calculate the interaction matrix Let′ .239

Lemma 2. The interaction matrix Let′ is computed as follows:240

Let′ =
ekt

ek(t
1 + d(rcm

(
Ct(st)× ekt

)
(

I3×3 − [eVer]×
)

(17)

whereby Ct is the tool curvature, and ekt is the instantaneous tangential unit vector on the tool shape.241

Proof. The time derivative of the vector eVet′ can be determined as242

eV̇et′ = ∂ eVet′

∂st

dst

dt
243

= ekt ṡt (18)244

The time derivative of st is nothing more than the curvilinear speed of pt′ along the curved tool.245
Indeed, the tool shape is defined by the tool curvature Ct, which is determined by a radius of curvature246
rCt and its center point OCt , as depicted in Fig. 7, while the unit vector ekt could be approximated by247
two consecutive sample points on the tool body.248

Now, the main problem becomes how to deduce the speed ṡt in order to determine the time deriva-249
tive eV̇et′ . Therefore, a reference frame is placed at the center point OCt , and its basis is formed by250
{ekt,

ejt,
eit} as
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ekt =
epti−1 − epti

‖epti−1 − epti‖
, (19)251

ejt = rCt

‖rCt‖
, (20)252

eit = ejt × ekt. (21)253

The radius of curvature rCt is in the same direction as the basis ejt (Fig. 7), then it is defined as254

rCt = rCt
ejt, (22)

with rCt = ‖rCt‖ ∈R+.255
Furthermore, the vector drcm is also collinear with ejt, and its direction could be either in the256

same or in the opposite direction with/to that of the basis ejt. Consequently, the vector drcm could be257
reformulated as follows:258

drcm = d(rcm
ejt︸ ︷︷ ︸

=drcm

ejt, (23)

with259

drcm = d(rcmrCt

‖rCt‖
∈R. (24)

Furthermore, the curvature Ct is defined in the same direction as eit, since260

Ct(st)× rCt = ekt, (25)

and261

‖Ct(st)‖ = 1
‖rCt‖

262

= Ct ∈R+, (26)263

thereby,264

Ct(st) = Ctit. (27)

As a result, the instantaneous curvature is calculated analytically by substituting (21) in the latter265
equation as266

Ct(st) = rCt × ekt

‖rCt‖2
. (28)

Let us assume a finite displacement applied to the incision center point Or at a velocity evr during267
a small period !t, as depicted in Fig. 7. The resultant displacement from the linear velocity (evr !t)268
of the incision frame is decomposed into:269

1. A first component270

evrk =e kt
ek(t

evr !t (29)

which represents the projected component of evr onto the vector ekt and it effects on the progress271
of pt′ along the tool shape, and272

2. A second component273

evrj =
(
I−e kt

ek(t
) evr !t (30)

which is the complement of the first component and it acts directly on the distance drcm.274

The first component is used to express analytically the curvilinear speed ṡt based on Thales the-275
orem. The position of the projected point pt′

(
t + !t

)
is found by the intersection of the radial line276

passing through the vector
(
Oct ,Or + !t ekt

ek(t
evr

)
, as shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, the two triangles
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Fig. 8. Zoom on the geometric description of the tool curve and the incision point Or at the instantaneous
positions where the projected point pt′ is located between the origin of incision point and the center of curvature
circle Oct .

(
Oct ,Or,Or + !t ekt

ek(t
evr

)
and

(
Oct , pt′(t), pt′(t + !t)

)
are similar (Fig. 8) under the condition277

that !t << 1. Thales theorem states that278

!tṡt

!t ek(t evr
=

r(Ct

ejt

er(Ct
jt − d(rcm

ejt
. (31)

By eliminating !t from the left-hand side of (31), and by replacing the vectors rCt and drcm as279
in (22) and (23), respectively, from the right-hand side, allows writing:280

ṡt
ek(t evr

= rCt
ej(t

ejt

rCt
ej(t ejt − drcm

ej(t ejt
. (32)

Knowing that ej(t
ejt = 1, then (32) can be simplified as281

ṡt
ek(t evr

= rCt

rCt − drcm
. (33)

Thereby, the curvilinear speed ṡt is deduced by multiplying the right-hand side of the latter282
equation by the inverse of rCt as283

ṡt =
( 1

1− drcmCt

)
ek(t

evr. (34)

The term “drcmCt” in (34) does not consider the direction of the vector Ct, since Ct = ‖Ct(st)‖ ∈284
R+. Therefore, the curvature magnitude Ct could be reformulated by using (27) as follows:285

Ct = Ct(st)
( eit

= Ct(st)
((ejt × ekt)

=−
(

Ct(st) × ekt

)(
ejt ∈R.

(35)

Now, by combining (35) with (24), the term drcmCt is reformulated as follows:286

drcmCt =−d(rcm
ejt

(
Ct(st) × ekt

)(
ejt

=−d(rcm

(
Ct(st) × ekt

)e
j(t

ejt.
(36)
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Fig. 9. Zoom on the geometric description of the tool curvature as well as the incision point Or at the instan-
taneous positions where (a) the point Or is located between the two points pt′ and Oct and (b) the point OCt is
located within the segment formed between Or and pt′ .

Considering that ej(t
ejt = 1, then (36) becomes287

drcmCt =−d(rcm

(
Ct(st) × ekt

)
. (37)

Furthermore, by substituting (37) in (34) allows deducing the speed ṡt as288

ṡt =
ek(t

evr

1 + d(rcm

(
Ct(st)× ekt

) . (38)

After the formulation of the curvilinear speed ṡt, the velocity of projected point eV̇et′ is determined289
by injecting (38) in (18) as290

eV̇et′ =
ekt

ek(t
1 + d(rcm

(
Ct(st)× ekt

) evr. (39)

Finally, the matrix Let′ is expressed by replacing (8) in the latter equation.291
The latter solution is valid if and only if the projected distance drcm is smaller than the radius292

erCt (Fig. 8) because the Thales theorem cannot be used directly to formulate similar triangles. As293
consequence, it is necessary to satisfy the following conditions (see, Fig. 8)294

( pt′ ∈ [Or,OCt ], and drcm ∈R−295

or (as depicted in Fig. 9a)296

( Or ∈ [pt′,OCt ], and drcm ∈R+297

One can notice that when drcm = rCt , there is a numerical singularity because the right-hand side of298
(32) is divided by zero. Thereby, the implementation of RCM controller should consider this singular299
case.300

Figure 9b shows another special case which could happen when301

( OCt ∈ [Or, pt′] and drcm > rCt .302

However, this kind of situation has not a simple geometric construction to find out an analytical303
expression of the curvilinear velocity ṡt because the modeling of similar triangles cannot be identified304
in the aim to apply the Thales theorem. Indeed, this case uses a highly curved tool, which is not305
treated in this work, because it requires a specific numerical solution and also because these types of306
instruments are uncommon in surgery. For instance, if the vector distance drcm is around 1 mm, to307
satisfy this special case, the curvature radius rCt should be less than 1 mm.308
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10. A conceptual scheme of UCM movement.

Control of the error: A conventional proportional controller is applied to reduce exponentially the309
alignment task error as310

ėrcm = Lercm
eve311

= −λercm. (40)312

Thereby, the twist velocity of the end effector is determined as follows:313

eve =−λL†
ercm

ercm (41)

where L†
ercm

is the inverse matrix of Lercm and λ is a positive scalar gain to tune the decreasing rate of314
the angular error between both vectors euet′ and euer. Equation (40) is not only valid for a curved315
tool, but it is also applicable for a straight tool that can be considered as a special case.316

5. Time-Independent Control of a Curved Tool along a Surgical Path under Unilateral317
Constraints318

5.1. Unilaterally constrained motion319
An intuitive solution is proposed to formulate the UCM issue by inserting a virtual spring between320
the tool body and the incision wall. Thereby, the incision diameter is divided into three regions as321
depicted in Fig. 10(a):322

( a free region around the point Or by a minimum distance dmin, where the virtual spring is323
deactivated and the tool is free to move without any constraints;324

( a safe region bounded between the minimum distance dmin and a maximum one dmax, where the325
virtual spring is activated and its stiffness σobs increases gradually (with a step of σstep) when the326
tool body approaches to dmax;327

( a critical region where the stiffness of the virtual spring achieves its maximum value when the328
tool body passes dmax.329

Control of the error: Admittance control is added to the control law (40) by inserting a virtual spring330
characterized by a stiffness αobs. It is hence formulated as331

Lercm
eve =−αobsλercm. (42)

This virtual spring behaves like a repulsive force to keep the tool body away from the incision wall.332
Its stiffness αobs is chosen as a sigmoid function (Fig. 10(b)) for obtaining a continuous differentiable333
transition between the three distinct regions. Therefore, the stiffness αobs is chosen as
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0 ‖drcm‖ ≤ dmin

σmax

1 + e

(
σstep

(
‖drcm‖−σmin

)) dmin < ‖drcm‖< dmax

1 dmax ≤ ‖drcm‖ ≤ dcri

. (43)

The latter behavior depends on the projected distance drcm, which represents the tool body position334
with respect to the incision center point Or (Fig. 10(a)). Finally, the control twist vector of the end335
effector is calculated as336

eve =−αobsλL†
ercm

ercm. (44)

5.2. Hierarchical assembly of subtasks337
The task priority controller arranges the different subtasks depending on the relative pose of the338
surgical tool with respect to the incision hole. The controller deduces the spatial velocity of the339
robot end effector. Indeed, the tool motion is mainly divided into two phases. The outside phase is340
the first stage where the tool moves from its initial pose toward the incision hole. During this first341
phase, it is required that (i) the controller reduces the alignment error between the tool body and342
the incision hole and (ii) the distance between the tool tip and the incision center point should be343
regulated toward zero.344

The inside phase is the second stage where the tool tip begins to follow a reference path under345
the RCM/UCM constraints. During this second phase, the controller deduces the linear and angular346
velocities for regulating the alignment error and the path-following error.347

The hierarchy between the different subtasks is modified to the criteria of each phase. Note that348
a hierarchy is achieved by applying the projection gradient technique,13 which allows projecting a349
secondary task in the null space of the first task. This projection provides an advantage to find out a350
solution that satisfies the secondary task without any conflict with the first one.351
Outside phase. During this first phase, the alignment task (40) has the highest priority, while the352
second one is reducing the distance error eapp = eVtr between the tool tip position Ot and that of the353
trocar point Or. This error is regulated by a conventional proportional controller as354

− γ eapp =
(

I3×3 − [eVer]×
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Leapp

(
eve
eωe

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
eve

(45)

whereby γ is a positive gain factor that tunes the approach velocity to the trocar point, and Leapp ∈355

R3×6 is the interaction matrix of the approach task.356
The control twist velocity of the end effector, which satisfies both tasks, is expressed as follows357

eve =−λL†
ercm

ercm − γ
(

I3×3 −L†
ercm

Lercm

)
L†

eapp
eapp. (46)

Inside phase with RCM movement: Secondly, during this phase, the alignment task (40) is defined358
as the highest priority, while the path-following task (5) has a lower priority. Thus, the control twist359
velocity of the end effector is given by360

eve =−λL†
ercm

ercm +
(

I3×3 −L†
ercm

Lercm

)
L†

epf

evt. (47)

Inside phase with UCM movement: During this phase, the hierarchy is defined in terms of the tool361
position within the incision hole. Therefore, the incision hole is divided into two main regions:362

( Tool within the safe region: When the norm of the projection distance ‖drcm‖ is smaller than the363
critical distance dcri, the tool is free to move within this region. In this case, the first task is defined364
as the path following (5) and the lower priority is UCM task (42). Consequently, the end-effector365
twist vector is calculated as366

eve = L†
epf

evt − αobsλ
(

I3×3 −L†
epf

Lepf

)
L†

ercm
ercm. (48)
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Fig. 11. Block diagram of the socket communication between the proposed controller and the simulated robot.

( Tool within the dangerous region: During this situation, the norm of the projection distance ‖drcm‖367
is bigger than the critical distance dcri. As consequence, the UCM task becomes the first priority368
and the path following is considered as the second one. In fact, this solution brings back the tool369
into the safe region, and the end-effector twist vector is redefined as370

eve =−αobsλL†
ercm

ercm +
(

I3×3 −L†
ercm

Lercm

)
L†

epf

evt. (49)

( If the tool passes the dangerous region for some reason, the controller switches to RCM movement371
(47) in order to bring back the tool as quickly as possible toward the safe region.372

6. Numerical Validation373
A numerical simulator was developed as the first step to validate the functioning of the different meth-374
ods before physical implementation. Therefore, the control architect was implemented to conceive375
the controller independent from the physical system (robot). Socket communication is implemented376
to establish the communication between the controller and the virtual robot, as depicted in Fig. 11.377
The next section will replace the simulated robot with a real robot.378

The objective of the simulated tests discussed below is to demonstrate the influence of the model379
parameters (i.e., λ for the alignment task (40), γ for the approach task (45), and vtis and β for the380
path-following controller (3)).381

6.1. Outside phase: Control gain choice influence382
A first test shows the influence of λ and γ for the first (40) and the second (45) tasks during the383
outside phase (46), as depicted in Fig. 12.384

Throughout this first test, a straight tool was used during the various numerical trials where its385
tool tip frame 't is located at the top right of Fig. 12(a), while the incision frame 'r is located at the386
bottom left.387

The blue line, in Fig 12(a), represents the system behavior when λ = 1 and γ = 1. The system388
tends to reduce the alignment task error (40) faster than reducing the approach task error (45), if the389
value of λ is greater than γ (black line in Fig. 12(a)). In the opposite case, when γ is greater than λ,390
the approach task converges faster than the alignment task (cyan line in Fig. 12(a)).391

The evolution of the alignment task error and that of the approaching task are depicted in392
Fig. 12(b). It can be highlighted that for a faster exponential decay of these errors, one can increase393
the gain values.394
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(a) (b)

Fig. 12. The system performances during the outside phase while varying the values of λ and γ .

(a) (b)

Fig. 13. Validation of the path-following task under the RCM constraint.

6.2. Inside phase: 3D path following under bilateral (RCM) constraints395
This test simulates a driller (straight) tool in order to form a conical tunnel (i.e., incision hole). The396
3D path is defined with respect to the incision frame 'r as depicted in Fig. 13(a), and it is composed397
of (i) a linear portion along the basis ry and its length is 13 mm and (ii) various steps of helical paths.398

Throughout this phase, the task priority controller (47) arranges the alignment task as the highest399
priority, while the second one is the path following ensured the incision task. Thereby, this test400
focuses on the influence of the alignment gain λ, while the other gain values are constant, that is,401
vtis = 2 mm/s, β =−3, and Te = 0.01 second (sampling period).402

The system performances are shown in Fig. 13(b), where λ increases from 0.1, 1, to 10, for the403
upper, middle, and lower plots, respectively. It can be highlighted that in the upper plot, the angular404
alignment error ercm is reduced exponentially as expected but it takes time to reduce and maintain it405
at zero. However, the middle and lower plots show that the error ercm reaches the zero quickly.406

Besides that, one can observe that the task priority controller works well since the secondary (path407
following) task error does not influence that of the first (alignment) one. The summary of the angular408
error ercm and that of the path following dpf during the different trials are presented in Table II, which409
summarizes the median, the mean, and the standard deviation (STD) errors of both tasks (i.e., ercm410
and dpf ).411
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Table II. Summary of different tests achieved with constant gain values (i.e., vtis = 2 mm/second and β =−3)
while the gain λ varies from 0.1 to 10.

RCM angular error (deg) PF error (mm)

λ Median Mean STD Median Mean STD

0.1 0 0.007 0.018 0.022 0.027 0.023
1 0 0.001 0.011 0.022 0.027 0.02

10 0 0 0.001 0.022 0.027 0.016
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Fig. 14. Validation of the path-following task under the UCM constraint.

6.3. Inside phase: 3D path following under the unilateral (UCM) constraints412
This test validates the use of a curved tool (with circular portion shape) instead of the straight one.413
The achieved task consists of the following of a reference incision path under the UCM constraints.414
The reference path is defined by a linear portion and the word Q4µRoCS, as depicted in Fig. 14(a). This415
figure also shows the incision wall represented by a dark green circle.416

During this phase, the task priority controller chooses between (48) or (49) depending on the tool417
position with respect to the incision wall. Therefore, this simulated test shows the influence of align-418
ment gain λ on the system performances (Fig. 14(b)), while the other gain values are constant (i.e.,419
vtis = 2 mm/s, β =−3, and Te = 0.01 s). When the weighting factor λ is small, the lateral alignment420
error drcm stays close to the border dmax with some overtaking (first plot in Fig. 14(b)). The values421
of dmin, dmax, and dcri are constant during the different trials and then equal 1, 1.25, and 1.5 mm,422
respectively. However, if the value of λ is too big, the controller will provide high-velocity values.423
Consequently, the lateral alignment error drcm slightly oscillates around the border dmax (third plot in424
Fig. 14(b)) but the system still stable.425

Besides that, the reference path of this test is discontinuous. It is generally difficult to follow426
accurately a sharp path. Thus, the path-following error dpf is bigger compared to the previous test.427
However, the error dpf can be reduced by smoothing the sharp corners of the reference path (make428
them curvy) and/or modifying the path-following gains (vtis/β).429

Table III summaries the lateral alignment error drcm and that of the path following dpf during the430
different trials.431

7. Experimental Validation432
This section deals with experimental validation of the different concepts and control methods pro-433
posed in this paper. This experimental validation was performed using a laboratory test bench as434
depicted in Fig. 15, which is composed, among other items, of a 3PPSR parallel robotic system435
of six degrees of freedom (dof). Each dof is actuated thanks to a high-resolution DC motor and436
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Table III. Summary of different tests achieved with constant gain values (i.e., vtis = 2 mm/s and β =−3),
while the gain λ varies from 0.1 to 10.

UCM lateral error (mm) PF error (mm)

λ Median Mean STD Median Mean STD

0.1 1.254 1.08 0.328 0.082 0.089 0.023
1 1.22 1.077 0.3 0.12 0.133 0.084

10 1.175 1.064 0.289 0.148 0.16 0.097

Fig. 15. Experimental setup configuration with a zoom on the tool tip and the incision wall.

high-accurate individual encoders. The robotic system is characterized with the following featuresa437
: translation ranges (tx, ty, tz)(max = (50, 100, 12.7 mm)(, rotation ranges (rx, ry, rz)

(
max = (10◦, 10◦,438

10◦)(, a linear resolution of 0.2 µm (repeatability of ±0.5 µm), and an angular resolution of 0.0005◦439
(repeatability of ±0.0011◦). The low level of robot control (i.e., inner PID loop, static, and differ-440
ential kinematic models) is done on a programmable logic controller, which communicates with a441
computer (a 2.33-GHz Xeon Intel CPU with a Windows distribution). Furthermore, the high-level442
control of the robot (i.e., task priority, both RCM and UCM, as well as the path-following controllers)443
is implemented on another computer (a 3.20-GHz i5 core Intel CPU with a Linux distribution), which444
sends the control velocities to the robot computer via TCP/IP protocol. The high-level computer is445
also used to communicate with a monocular camera for tracking and estimating the end-effector pose446
in real time (at the camera frame rate, i.e., 20 Hz).447

Furthermore, the robot end effector carries a standard surgical tool (Fig. 16) that can be found448
actually in the operation room. It could be either a straight instrument (its diameter varies from 2.4449
mm at its base and 0.5 mm at its tip) or a curved one (formed by a portion of a circle where its radius450
is around 16 mm and its diameter is 1 mm). Besides that, the incision wall is represented by a sheet451
of paper which acts as a fragile membrane. It is used to demonstrate that the tool does not tear the452
paper while following the desired path under the RCM or UCM tasks.453

7.1. Implementation details454
The proposed controller was implemented in C++ by using ViSP (Visual Servoing Platform)455
library.27 The code is divided into C++ classes which are summarized in Algorithm 1.456

The user (e.g., a surgeon and/or operator) starts by defining the reference path before the control457
loop begins (offline). The geometric curve is generally determined during the per-operative phase458
where a planning software deduces the optimal path28–30 or the surgeon draws the curve on a tactile459
tablet b.31–33460

aThe data sheet of the PI parallel robot SpaceFAB SF-3000 BS is available online https://www.physikinstrumente.
com/en/products/parallel-kinematic-hexapods/hexapods-with-motor-screw-drives/sf-3000-bs-spacefab-1204400/
bµRALP (Micro-technologies and Systems for Robot-Assisted Laser Phonomicrosurgery). [online] http://www.
microralp.eu/
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Algorithm 1 Summarizing the controller code.
Result: robot velocity twist vector (eve)
parameter: initialize model parameters (λ, γ , vtis, β)
Data: reference path

(
Sp(sp)

)

(eMt, cMw, cMr, cMe)←− initialize homogeneous matrices (image)
while (! task accomplished) do

if PATH FOLLOWED == 1 or INTER == MAX then
task accomplished

else
(cMe, cMr)←− features tracking (image)
(ercm, drcm)←− compute RCM/UCM variables (euer, euet, eet)
Lercm ←− alignment task (λ)
if CHECK PHASE then

outside phase
Leapp ←− point regulation (γ )

else
path following task
dpf ←− tool tip projection on the path (cMe, eMt, Sp(sp))
(Lepf , vt)←− compute tool tip linear velocity (vtis, β)
if END OF PATH then

PATH PERFORMED←− 1
end

end
arrange task priority
eve←− projection of the 2nd task into the null-space of the 1st task
send the velocity to the robot (eve)

end
end

Fig. 16. The different surgical tools used during the experimental validation.

Afterward, the user initializes the parameters of each controller depending on the task to be per-461
formed. Thus, the control loop starts by updating the different homogeneous matrices representing462
the pose (position and rotation) of the various frames. Thereafter, the control velocity for maintaining463
the RCM/UCM task is then computed (40) or (42). Then, the control velocity of the second task is464
computed to converge toward the trocar point (45) or to follow the desired path (3).465

Finally, the task priority controller manages the hierarchical priority between tasks as depicted in466
Section 5.2.467

7.2. Results: 3D path following under bilateral (RCM) constraints468
This test evaluates the proposed controller while using a straight tool for following a spiral path.469
Fig. 17(a) shows the general motion of the tool tip during the inside phase, while Fig. 17(b) presents470
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Fig. 17. The results obtained from the parallel robot, during the inside phase, while using a straight tool under
RCM constraints.

(a) (b)

Fig. 18. The results obtained from the parallel robot while using a straight tool.

the system performances. As expected, the alignment error ercm maintains its value around zero, as471
depicted in the upper plot in Fig. 17(b). The error ercm was measured during the inside phase to be472
0.04◦ ± 0.02◦ (i.e., mean error ± STD error) and its median error was 0.035◦.473

The lower plot of Fig. 17(b) shows the evolution of the path following dpf . It was measured474
as 0.08 ± 0.05 mm, and its median error was 0.068 mm during the inside phase. The gain values475
used during this validation tests are fixed as follows: λ = 0.8, γ = 1, vtis = 4 mm/s, β =−8, and476
Te = 0.05 s.477

7.3. Results: 3D path following under unilateral (UCM) constraints478
Straight tool. This test deals with the validation of the proposed controller under a UCM constraint479
while using a straight tool. The reference path was chosen as a spiral curve with its maximum radius480
reaches 2 mm. Figure 18(a) shows the tool motion through the incision hole, where the boundary481
dcri is represented by circle. Also, Fig. 18(b) shows the evolution of the positioning errors during482
the tool motion. As expected, the lateral alignment error drcm was limited between the boundaries483
dmin = 0.5, dmax = 0.75 and dcri = 1 mm. Indeed, the drcm error was measured during the inside phase484
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(a) (b)

Fig. 19. The results obtained from the parallel robot while using a curved tool.

to be 0.67 ± 0.23mm and its median value as 0.73 mm. Besides that, the path-following error dpf was485
measured to be 0.208 ± 0.12 mm and its corresponding median value 0.207 mm. In fact, the lateral486
alignment error is coupled with the path following, as shown in Fig. 18(b) near the time 120 s, the487
slight oscillations of drcm error around the boundary dmax cause the dpf to oscillate also. These results488
are produced with the following control gains: λ = 0.8, vtis = 2 mm/s, β =−4, and Te = 0.05 s.489

Curved tool: In the second test, the straight tool was replaced by a curved one and the output results490
are presented in Fig. 19(a). The reference path is the same as the previous test, but it is rotated about491
the z-axis. Fig. 19(b) shows the system performances during the inside phase. The lateral alignment492
error drcm was measured as 0.83 ± 0.28 mm and its median value was 0.92 mm. The drcm error is493
bigger compared to the previous test due to the gain λ = 0.5 is smaller than the previous test. A bigger494
value of λ generates poses that are not reachable with the parallel robot since the robot reaches its495
workspace limit. Moreover, the path-following error dpf was measured to be 0.33 ± 0.24 mm and496
its median value was 0.24 mm. These results are produced with the following control gains values:497
vtis = 2 mm/s, β =−3, and Te = 0.01 s.498

8. Conclusion and Perspectives499
This article demonstrated the proof of concept of a control scheme for constrained motions as500
RCM and UCM while using either straight-line or fixed-curve surgical tools. The proposed methods501
offer a generic formulation of the constrained motion problem with high flexibility, which means502
easy/intuitive integration in various systems or purposes since RCM and UCM constraints were503
described in the task space. In fact, this methodology does not require precise knowledge of the504
robot inverse kinematics.505

Another “surgical” task was included in the problem formulation as a path-following scheme506
mimicking excision/ablation clinical interventions. Indeed, the surgeon can draw a predefined exci-507
sion path using preoperative images that the tool must achieve under the constrained motion (RCM508
or UCM). A task-prioritizing paradigm was developed to manage the performing of two or more509
tasks without conflicts. Thereafter, the proposed methods were successfully validated (under various510
scenarios) both numerically using a developed simulator and experimentally using a 6-DoF robotic511
setup.512

Finally, it would be valuable for the perspectives to investigate what is the optimal geometric form513
of the curved tool in order to achieve a maximum displacement while minimizing the collision risk514
with anatomical structures. Besides that, the proposed controller will be evaluated in in vitro and ex515
vivo experiments. Furthermore, the controller can be extended to include the robot dynamics (i.e., a516
force controller). Integrating a flexible tool will as well increase the dexterity and the maneuverability517
of the distal tool tip.518
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